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Abstract – The paper presents cyber systems especially based on artificial intelligence (AI) from a perspective of ecological safety for humanity. The study provides a definition of ecological safety of AI and discusses its relevance to a modern science and society, as well as reviews risks of smart AI systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main difference among AI systems is a goal or task they can solve. Most modern AI systems are designed to solve narrow tasks with many limitations or assumptions: translation systems, face recognition, medical diagnostic systems, autopilots etc. Some of such neural network systems try to imitate some of human brain functionality aspects [1], [2].

The majority of AI researchers agree that in the future (from 20 till 100 years ahead) a computer will have intellectual abilities like a human or beyond [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. In this case, a computer will be able to create easily as many self-replications as it will consider necessary. It is also possible that these replicas will be much smarter than their creator. In this case, rapid exponential growth of artificial intelligence will be inevitable.

The AI safety problem becomes more and more important due to the rapid development of computer hardware and software; its broad implementation in many spheres of human activity such as finance, medicine, education, entertainment etc.; the lack of understanding and control of smart computer system development and usage; the number of in-code bugs and errors in the final release of intelligent systems. The research in this area is still at its early stage and, at the same time, is critically important to development and safety of humankind. By ecological safety of artificial intelligence, the authors imply such an artificial system that is safe, clean, friendly and sustainable to both humanity and nature.

Intelligent computers are totally different from human logic and structure; they do not have and, in the authors’ opinion, will never have emotions and feelings like humans. Even if a smart computer for some algorithmic reason will decide to make humans happy, it will use its digital sense and logic that may be implemented in a very strange and cruel way (for instance, a decision to reduce the size of humanity will lead to better living conditions or treating people with drugs will also make them happy etc.). The errors in a source code of intelligent software may lead to catastrophic results [8].

We may define artificial superintelligence (sometimes called general AI) as AI systems that are able to outperform humans on most real-world tasks. The next chapter of this paper will present some attempts of making artificial intelligence safe to humanity.

II. ATTEMPTS OF MAKING AI SAFER

Yampolsky presents a comprehensive review of potential solution methods of making artificial intelligence safer in his papers [9], [10]. These solutions are divided into several categories with respect to a way they are dealing with this problem:

- Prevention of development – this solution considers complete destruction of AI systems because humans are not able to fully control them, especially in the case of superintelligence. The main method for dealing with the problem – complete ban of the development of AI.

- Restricted development – the researchers of this group offer different ways of AI development restriction on different levels: software, hardware and both.

- Incorporation into society – “adepts” of this idea want to fully incorporate AI machines into society and give them full access to all areas: economics, legislation, religion, ethics, education etc.) and are sure that this will help get rid of the problem.

- Implementation of self-monitoring algorithms of AI – creation of rules to follow, development of human-friendly AI, including emotions into AI behaviour algorithms etc.

- Other solutions – some authors propose joining AI in different ways, including biotechnology, denial of the problem and some other approaches.

Restricted development is one of the most popular ones: AI-boxes, leak proofing and restricted question-answering-only systems (Oracle AI) are the main representatives in this group [3], [4], [11], [12], [8]. The methods of this category are similar of putting a dangerous human being into a prison – it will not give total safety but in most cases could help society survive for some period of time. The above-mentioned solution is not
suitable in the long term but could be a good starting point before the real superintelligence is created.

The category of self-monitoring algorithms presents inclusion of algorithmically coded rules into computer behaviour and creation of multilevel security, including smart machines that will monitor each other. The set of behaviour rules may be a good solution; however, it is impossible to predict and describe all possible events and if such an event occurs, this computerized guard may act in an unpredicted manner [8].

David Chalmers introduced his idea of safety AI engineering in 2010, which included a suggestion that for safety reasons AI systems should be restricted to simulated virtual worlds until their behaviour would be totally and clearly understood by humans [10].

The book of R. Yampolsky “Artificial Superintelligence” presents a clear definition of AI confinement protocol; which implies a restriction of an intelligent machine to a closed environment from which it cannot exchange any information with the world outside if such information is not approved by the confinement authority [9].

The main principle of this approach is asking a system questions with restricted answers. Such questions could be answered by humans without help of artificial intelligence and the answers may be compared later.

“Those types of questions are safe for several reasons. The main reason is the answer may be obtained even without assistance from AI and the second reason is that the answer could be encoded in a single bit making AI hard to hide additional information in it. Safe questions should be developed by the group of specially trained experts in different fields like computer science (especially in recent developments of AI), psychology, ethics, AI security and some others” [8].

Another approach is to put AI in a prison, both digital and physical one and monitor its activity from a safe distance. The idea of such a prison date back to 1973 when Butler Lampson defined the laws of confinement [13]:

- Total isolation: an isolated program should make no calls on any other program.
- Transitivity: if an isolated program calls another program that is not trusted, this program should be also isolated.
- Masking: a program to be isolated must allow its caller to determine all its inputs into legitimate and covert channels.
- Enforcement: the supervisor must ensure that an isolated program’s input to covert channels fully satisfies the caller’s specifications.

This isolation approach has several tasks to be solved. One of such tasks is interaction with such a system or that intelligent program may escape its prison by using methods and tactics, which a human guard does not know. Eliezer Yudkowsky has made the so-called AI-Box experiment (often criticised by many other researchers, however) where he was demonstrating that in some situations using even human-level intelligence allowed escaping from an AI-Box [14].

III. GOAL-BASED APPROACH TO AI SAFETY

Legg and Hutter give a formal definition of intelligence based on algorithmic information theory [15]. According to their definition, “intelligence measures an agent’s ability to achieve goals in a wide range of environments”. This definition is broad enough to use it for description of human and artificial intelligence.

The core thing is a goal, which can fully describe human or system behaviour, and that is why it is so important to define the goals of AI systems very precisely and clearly at the earliest stage of its development. Such an issue could prevent many possible negative outcomes during implementation and use.

Most present-day AI systems are mainly focused on quite narrow goals; however, a trend towards greater generality can be observed. The more intelligent an artificial system is, the more control it will have over the key factors of the environment according to its goals. When two artificial agents have conflicting goals in the same environment, then typically the more intelligent agent will have success and the less intelligent will fail. If the goals of the artificial system are not aligned with ours, then we should consider situations when the goal of AI will be achieved, and the goals of humanity will be ignored [16].

Apart from a specific problem or task-based goals, each clever AI system might have the so-called instrumental goals [17]:

- Self-improvement: using adaptation algorithms the clever artificial agent becomes better in achieving its goals.
- Goal-preservation and self-preservation: this principle ensures that future versions of AI will be programmed to achieve the same goals, thus leading to achievement of the final wished result.
- Resource acquisition: the more resources AI could collect, the faster it may get to its end goals.

The main idea behind this theory is to develop a goal-based framework, which could help in developing human safe AI systems. The main issues are moral characteristics of persons in charge for such projects.

IV. EXPLAINABILITY OF AI

Explainability is a very important issue of safe AI when a user should clearly understand the output of a computer system and make corrections, if necessary.

The Explainable AI (XAI) software goal is to create such machine learning techniques that [18]:

- produce more explainable models, while maintaining a high level of learning performance (prediction accuracy);
- enable human users to understand, appropriately trust, and effectively manage the emerging generation of artificially intelligent partners.

Andres Holzinger describes a complete development process of a machine learning algorithm, considering explainability issues [19]:

65
Data: pre-processing, implementation, and usage – understanding the structure and features of initial data and its sources and ensuring quality of data.

Learning algorithms: including all stages of design, development, testing, implementation, and evaluation.

Visualization of data and analysis: possibility of presenting multidimensional data in a user-convenient visual form.

Privacy: data protection and security issues.

Entropy: used to measure and describe the level of uncertainty in data.

Wojciech Samek describes several reasons why explainability is crucially important for making AI safe both in design and implementation [20]:

- Verification of the system: nobody should trust artificial system by default. Verification procedure allows testing artificial intelligence “black box” behaviour and outputs using different methods.
- Improvement of the system: it should be based on proper analysis of system strong and weak points before making improvements; the better this process is, the better results we obtain with the improved version of AI.
- Learning from the system: today intelligent systems use big data consisting of billions of examples, which human intellect cannot deal with. Therefore, explainable AI should have extracted knowledge in a manner fully trusted and understandable for a human.
- Legislation issues: if a computer system makes a mistake in critical data, the responsibility should be ensured according to legislation. The answer why the system behaved this way should always be received and only explainable system can help in this situation.

Sensitivity analysis (SA), Layer-Wise relevance propagation (LRP) and other methods make AI more explainable [17].

V. RISKS OF INTELLIGENT AI SYSTEMS

The risk management of AI systems should be the key aspect of its development and implementation phase. AI should be 100 % safe and error free; of course, this is a very hard to achieve. However, if the scientific and business society ignores safety even in a smallest possible fraction, the results of such a behaviour may lead to serious negative consequences, i.e., to a point of no return.

These risks are raised due to such factors as [21]:

- Source data. Ingesting, sorting, linking, and properly using data have become more and more difficult due to the increased amount of unstructured data being received from different and sometimes contrary sources, such as the internet, social media, smartphones, sensors, and the Internet of Things. Sometimes it is easier to use or reveal sensitive information from anonymised data. Another issue is intentionally or unintentionally presented faulty and erroneous data, which should never be used for training of intelligent machines.
- Technology issues. Technology and process factors on all levels of development and implementation can have a negative impact on performance of AI systems.
- Security considerations. Another factor is the potential to exploit seemingly non-sensitive marketing, health, and financial data that companies collect to use in AI systems. If security precautions are insufficient, it is possible to merge these threads together creating false identities.
- Model misbehaving. Artificial intelligent systems themselves can run into problems when they output biased results, become unstable, or give conclusions for which there are no true reasons. Consider, for example, the potential for artificial systems to discriminate unintentionally against protected classes and other groups by using together a zip code and income data to create targeted offerings.
- Interaction considerations. The user interface between people and computers is also a key risk area. Among the most obvious are problems in manufacturing, automated transportation, and infrastructure systems. Accidents and injuries can happen if operators of vehicles or other equipment do not recognise when systems should be overruled (e.g., self-driving cars). Human judgment can also prove faulty in overriding system results.

There are a number of other risks such as lapses in data management, scripting errors, and misjudgement in model-training data, which can compromise fairness, privacy, security, and compliance. Besides, we do not consider intentional efforts to compromise AI structure and use it in criminal applications.

VI. ECOLOGICAL SAFETY OF AI

At the beginning of computer and AI era, scientists were trying to create computers like human brains. There are thousands of publications on this topic and hundreds of applications able to solve complicated tasks. Still no real progress has been achieved using this paradigm. Computers were solving very narrow and specific tasks not even close to a general ability of human brain.

In the recent time, scientists have stopped idealising human brain as an ideal computational mechanism and the best model for clever AI creation. Homo sapiens ideal has been doubted. One of the most famous experiments in neuroscience was conducted by Benjamin Libet in 1983 when he demonstrated that our sense of free will might be an illusion, a controversy that had only increased ever since [22]. Stanford state prison experiment performed in 1971 by a group of psychologists led by Philip Zimbardo showed that behaviour of people was largely defined by a role (“guard” and “prisoner”) they were put into [18]. Elizabeth Loftus proved that a human under certain
circumstances could easily form false memories and be sure that these false memories were completely true [23]. Computers have reached a certain threshold in performance when very simple calculations allow getting extremely impressive results using such technologies as Deep Learning, Big Data etc. Google was attempting to put a human-like acting robot into their self-driving car Waymo and succeeded only when this robot “was thrown out” and let a car system incorporate all information from its sensors and cloud and act accordingly. Similar stories of other companies may be found in [24].

The Google Translate Service started to show progress when the company took all UN official translations in all languages and uploaded them in their system. The system only finds connections between words and phrases in different languages from a database and provides a result. Now Neural Machine Translation technology has reached near human translation quality [25].

All these examples and many others show that AI has outperformed humans in many fields and has become our manager. AI does not need to be as smart as human; it only incorporates all necessary information and decides. YouTube manager. AI does not need to be as smart as human; it only incorporates all necessary information and decides. YouTube manager. YouTube manager.

All intelligent systems that compute social or demographic data must be designed to have a near-zero possible negative impact on the persons involved:

- the datasets should be equitable;
- the system architectures should only include reasonable features, processes and analytical structures;
- they should not have inequitable impact;
- they should be implemented in a correct and unbiased way.

Accountability. All intelligent systems must be developed to facilitate end-to-end answerability and auditability. This process requires responsibility from humans involved in the design and implementation process as well as the use of activity monitoring protocols that ensures review and explanation at all stages.

Sustainability. Programmers, software engineers and users of intelligent systems must be aware of the fact that these technologies have a transformative effect on individual humans and society. They should always act with constant sensitivity to response from the real world. They also should keep in mind that the technical sustainability of artificial systems totally depends on their safety.

Transparency. AI system development team should be able to:

- explain to its users in an understandable language how and why a system performed the way it did;
- justify the ethical permissibility, ensure that the system is not discriminatory and could be trusted by public regarding its outputs and performance mechanisms and principles.

All in all, the AI system development often lacks the above-mentioned recommendations and principles, which is why the efforts to expand and introduce this knowledge are extremely important in the world that mostly depends on computers driven by AI applications.

The authors of the present study define ecological safety of AI as a framework of ethical, moral, technical, legislation and other rules, techniques and procedures that will help humans control and use AI systems without any harm to their mental and physical health [26].

This framework should strictly and clearly define:

- Global analysis with case studies of any possible harm of AI systems to a human (especially children), both in mental and physical aspects.
- Improvement of cyber legislation by a team of trusted IT and law professionals with the highest responsibility level and full public transparency.
Ethical and moral code for AI system developers with the highest possible level of control of its implementation (including special AI development control committees).

Improvement of modern education system in a way that allows children to obtain early education (at least till 14 years) without any help of computer technologies.

It is necessary to adapt the first four principles in IT education courses and study programmes on all levels. As the first part of future research, the authors consider to perform a global analysis with case studies of any possible harm changes in the situation within the AI sector, which at this moment is quite pessimistic.

VII. CONCLUSION

The authors understand that this ecological framework needs to be discussed, improved, developed and implemented as soon as possible and will need joint efforts at all society levels. There are different attempts in this area, but there is no unity among specialists who are dealing with this problem.

The main problem is motivation. The main goal of the present study has been to motivate scientific community to push this process faster and start acting before it is too late. The authors really hope that this idea will raise interest and awareness and will be fully developed and accepted.
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